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D. By making use of the FORCESEEK table hint. 
E. By making use of the KEEPIDENTITY table hint. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 126 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. ABC.com has a SQL Server 2008 database 
infrastructure that has a database named Sales. The Sales database has a stored procedure named 
ABC_report that returns several rows of sales data. You need to reconfigure the Sales database to 
ensure that no sales data is updated while the ABC_report stored procedure is being run. 
However, new sales data can be inserted. How should you reconfigure the database? 

A. You should alter the ABC_report stored procedure to use the ROWLOCK hint. 
B. You should alter the ABC_report stored procedure to use the HOLDLOCK hint. 
C. You should alter the ABC_report stored procedure to use the REPEATABLEREAD hint. 
D. You should alter the ABC_report stored procedure to use the READPAST hint. 
E. You should alter the ABC_report stored procedure to use the UPDLOCK hint. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 127 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. ABC.com has a SQL Server 2008 database 
infrastructure. You are designing a database that will have a table named Feedback that will store 
user feedback in XML format. This information is used by a third party marketing application. 
You need to ensure that each row in the Feedback table has a user name, a valid email address 
and M or F for gender. How should you design the Feedback table without having to recode the 
marketing application? 

A. You should make use of constraints on the appropriate columns. 
B. You should make use of Typed XML. 
C. You should make use of serialization of the XML data. 
D. You should configure the Name field to NOT NULL. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 128 
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ABC.com has a SQL Server 2008 database infrastructure that has a database named Sales. The 
Sales database has a table named Customers with the table structure as shown in the exhibit: 

This table will be accessed by a marketing application that uses well-formed XML data. How 
would you alter the table to comply with the requirements of the application? 

A. You should run a query with the FOR XML PATH clause. 
B. You should alter the Customers table to use Typed XML. 
C. You should make use of the XML Data Modification Language (XML DML). 
D. You should run a query with the FOR XML clause. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 129 
ABC.com hires you as their database developer. You need to design a SQL Server 2008 database 
that will insert XML data to a table in the database. You want to ensure that the XML data has 
valid elements before it is inserted into the table. How should you design your solution? 

A. You should create a stored procedure that uses the exist() method. 
B. You should alter the table to use Typed XML. 
C. You should create a CHECK constraint on the table. 
D. You should create a stored procedure with the FOR XML PATH clause. 
E. You should create a stored procedure with the XPATH statement. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 130 
ABC.com has a SQL Server 2008 database infrastructure that has a database named Sales. The 
Sales database has a table named Customers with the table structure as shown in the exhibit: 
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The Customers table has more than 500,000 rows of data. The table has a unique clustered index 
on the CustomerID column, a nonclustered index on the FisrtName and LastName columns and a 
nonclustered index on FisrtName, LastName and State columns. You write the following stored 
procedure: 
CREATE STORED PROCEDURE ABC_getCustomerCity 
AS 
@state char 
SELECT FirstName, LastName 
FROM Customers 
WHERE State = @state 
How would you proceed? 

A. You should make sure that an index scan is run on the unique clustered index. 
B. You should make sure that an index seek is run on the unique clustered index. 
C. You should make sure that an index seek is run on the nonclustered index on the FisrtName, 
LastName and State columns. 
D. You should make sure that an index scan is run on the nonclustered index on the FisrtName 
and LastName columns. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 131 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. You need to update several million rows in a 
very large table. How would you reduce the time it takes to complete this task? 

A. You should make use of partitioned views. 
B. You should divide the updates into smaller batches. 
C. You should make use of the READPAST query hint. 
D. You should make use of the UPDLOCK query hint. 
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Answer: B 

QUESTION: 132 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. ABC.com has database named Production that 
has a stored procedure named ABC_update. The ABC_update stored procedure makes use of a 
cursor and updates several hundred rows in a number of tables in the Productions database. How 
would you optimize the performance of the ABC_update stored procedure without incurring 
hardware costs and minimizing administrative effort? 

A. You should alter the ABC_update stored procedure to make use of a dynamic cursor. 
B. You should drop the cursor and replace it with one that uses set-based operations. 
C. You should alter the ABC_update stored procedure to make use of the READPAST query 
hint. 
D. You should alter the ABC_update stored procedure to make use of the UPDLOCK query hint. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 133 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. ABC.com has a database with a very large table. 
The table has several million rows and has a column with approximately 66% of its rows having 
NULL values. This column is referenced in the WHERE clause of the queries. How would you 
optimize the performance of the queries? 

A. You should create a filtered index on the column. 
B. You should create a clustered index on the column. 
C. You should make use of the Analysis Services. 
D. You should make use of the Service Broker. 
E. You should create a filtered view on the table. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 134 
How would you reduce storage space and improve response times for a database that is used to 
generate reports? 
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A. By making use of row compression. 
B. By making use of clustered indexes. 
C. By making use of sparse columns. 
D. By making use of partitioned views. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 135 
ABC.com hires you as their database administrator of their SQL Server 2008 database 
infrastructure. ABC.com has a database named Sales. More than 300,000 transactions take place 
on this database on a daily basis. You need to develop a storage solution for the transactions 
t6hat includes the archiving of aged transactions. However, archiving must not affect equerry 
execution. How should you design you solution? 

A. You should make use of sparse columns. 
B. You should make use of XML data type. 
C. You should make use of the Analysis Services. 
D. You should make use of the Service Broker. 
E. You should make use of table partitioning. 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 136 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. ABC.com has a database named Sales that has 
15 tables with more 50,000 rows each. ABC.com users complain that the performance of certain 
the queries on the database are deteriorating. You notice that the queries in question contain 
JOIN statements. How would you improve the performance of these queries without incurring 
hardware costs? 

A. You should optimize the database by creating indexes on each of its tables. 
B. You should optimize the database by making use of stored procedures to query the database. 
C. You should optimize the database by making use of table-valued functions. 
D. You should optimize the database by making use of partitioning. 
E. You should optimize the database by constrainable functions. 

Answer: D 
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QUESTION: 137 
You are optimizing a database named Sales that a table with millions of rows. You need to 
improve the efficiency of queries run against this table. How would you accomplish this task? 

A. You should create a view with a nonclustered index on the Sales table. 
B. You should create a view with a filtered index on the Sales table. 
C. You should create a view with a clustered index on the Sales table. 
D. You should enable Full-Text-Search on the Sales table. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 138 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. You are optimizing a database named Shipping 
that tracks order shipment. The Shipping database has a table named Deliveries that has the 
following columns: 
•ShipmentID – identity column (unique, not nullable).
 
•OrderID – foreign key constraint on the OrderID column of the Orders table (not nullable).
 
•ShipDate – the date the products on the order was shipped from the warehouse (nullable).
 
•ReceiveDate – the date the order shipment was received by the customer (nullable).
 
•Status – set to "pending" when the order is placed; set to "shipped" when the order has been
 
shipped; set to "complete" when order is received by customer.
 
Queries run against the Shipping table take a long time to complete. You notice that less than 5%
 
of the orders are ever in the "pending" status. How would you improve the performance of
 
queries on this table?
 

A. You should create an index on the Shipping table using a WHERE clause to select rows that
 
have NULL in the ReceiveDate and ShipDate columns.
 
B. You should make use of the hierarchyid data type on the Shipping table.
 
C. You should make use of a filtered index on the Status column.
 
D. You should make use of a partitioned view.
 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 139 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. ABC.com has a SQL Server 2008 database 
infrastructure that has a database named Manufacturing. The Production database has a stored 
procedure named ABC_updateProducts that updates data in a table named Products, and a stored 
procedure named ABC_getProductivity. Both stored procedures are run very frequently. You run 
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a performance test on ABC_getProductivity and notice that it takes a long time to execute. How 
would you ensure that ABC_getProductivity runs more quickly? 

A. You should alter the ABC_updateProducts stored procedure so that its SELECT statement 
includes the NOLOCK hint. 
B. You should alter the ABC_getProductivity stored procedure so that its SELECT statement 
includes the HOLDLOCK hint. 
C. You should alter the ABC_updateProducts stored procedure so that its SELECT statement 
includes the READCOMMITTED hint. 
D. You should alter the ABC_getProductivity stored procedure so that its SELECT statement 
includes the READPAST hint. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 140 
You work as a database developer at ABC.com. ABC.com has a SQL Server 2008 database 
infrastructure that consists of three database servers in a peer-to-peer transactional replication 
topology. ABC.com has a partitioned database table named DeliveryUpdates which contains a 
few hundred GigaBytes of data. Several GigaBytes of data is often added to this table through a 
batch process. How would you develop a solution to reduce the replication latency of these batch 
updates? 

A. You should consider making use of the OPENROWSET command in the numerous staging 
tables before switching partitions into the DeliveryUpdates table. 
B. You should consider making use of the BULK OUTPUT command in a single staging table 
before switching partitions into the DeliveryUpdates table 
C. You should consider making use of the BULK UPDATE command in a single staging table 
before switching partitions into the DeliveryUpdates table. 
D. You should consider making use of the BULK SELECT command in the numerous staging 
tables before switching partitions into the DeliveryUpdates table. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 141 
You administer a SQL Server 2008 database named Orders that has a table named Customers. 
ABC.com users frequently call up data based on the Name column of the table. However, there 
is no index on the Name column. The Customers table also has NULL values for Email and Tel 
columns. What must be done to ensure the performance of the query is improved whilst ensuring 
disk space is not wasted? 
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A. You should consider the creation of a spatial index on the sizes column. 
B. You should consider the creation of a filtered index on the sizes column. 
C. You should consider the creation of a full-text index on the sizes column. 
D. You should consider making use of a Dynamic Management View. 
E. You should consider the creation of a unique index on the sizes column. 

Answer: B 
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